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Irrational braided generalized near-groups

Andrew Schopieray

Abstract. We classify braided generalized near-group fusion categories whose global dimension is not
an integer; there are exactly two up to Grothendieck equivalence and taking products with braided
pointed fusion categories.

1 Introduction

The prototypical examples of fusion categories, in the sense of [10], are the categories
of finite-dimensional representations of finite groups. Fusion categories of integer
Frobenius–Perron dimension, like these, arise as extensions of representation cat-
egories of finite-dimensional quasi-Hopf algebras (see [10, Theorem 8.33] and [13,
Proposition 1.8]). Therefore, it is reasonable to consider these as classical objects.
Fusion categories with irrational Frobenius–Perron dimension are more modern
creations; the first arose from the mathematical physics literature in the 1980s and can
be constructed from representation categories of quantum groups at roots of unity
[28]. These nonclassical examples have commutativity structures, called braidings,
which make them more amenable to study than other families of potentially non-
commutative fusion categories.

Here, we continue the study of braided fusion categories focusing on those with
elementary fusion rules. The most elementary are the pointed fusion categories, or
those whose simple objects are invertible. These are classified by pre-metric groups
[18], i.e., pairings of a finite abelian group G and a quadratic form q. The next level of
complexity would be to assume there exists at least one noninvertible simple object,
but all noninvertible simple objects have the same dimension [29]. When the global
dimension is irrational, the invertible objects act transitively on the noninvertible
simple objects [29, Lemma 2.6]. Fusion categories with this transitivity property
have been called generalized near-group fusion categories [6, 32]. Using number-
theoretical constraints on global dimensions from [26] and results on two-orbit
fusion rings developed in [29], we prove in Theorem 3.6 that there are exactly two
Grothendieck equivalence classes of braided generalized near-group fusion categories
with irrational global dimension up to taking products with braided pointed fusion
categories. This generalizes the known results for irrational braided generalized near-
group fusion categories when the braiding is assumed to be nondegenerate [32,
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Theorem IV.5.2] or slightly nondegenerate [6, Theorem 5.8], but our reasoning does
not rely on either of these results.

There are numerous reasons to seek classification results for braided generalized
near-group fusion categories. From the motivation of classical group theory, this clas-
sification contains as a subset a description of all finite groups G such that the linear
characters (degree 1) act on the nonlinear characters (degree larger than 1) transitively.
When the number of nonlinear characters is small [27, 30], this classification already
contains multiple infinite families of finite groups and several interesting isolated
examples. From the motivation of representation theory, braided fusion categories
give rise to braid group representations; for rigorous details and history, we refer
the reader to the introduction of [12] and the references therein. Roughly, one can
associate with any object X in a braided fusion category and positive integer n, a
representation of the braid group Bn acting on End(X⊗n). In all known examples,
when the Frobenius–Perron dimension of a braided fusion category is an integer, the
images of these braid group representations factor over finite groups, and it has been
conjectured that these two properties of braided fusion categories are equivalent [21].
Families of braided fusion categories which straddle the line between integer and non-
integer Frobenius–Perron dimension, for example, braided generalized near-group
fusion categories, serve as a litmus test for such conjectures. Furthermore, there is
an inherent motivation to classify braided fusion categories as a class of algebraic
objects in and of themselves, and as a subset of the larger class of fusion categories. For
example, for each positive integer n, it is known that there are finitely many braided
fusion categories of rank n [17, Theorem 11]; the corresponding statement for fusion
categories is often conjectured, but is not proven. Unsurprisingly, many braided fusion
categories of small rank have elementary fusion rules and moreover have either group-
like or generalized near-group fusion.

As an epilog, we briefly discuss the integer Frobenius–Perron dimension case.
A large family of braided generalized near-group fusion categories with integer
Frobenius–Perron dimension are the (non-generalized) near-group type, i.e., there
exists exactly one noninvertible isomorphism class of simple objects. These consist
of the nilpotent examples, which are entirely described by the braided Tambara–
Yamagami fusion categories [31], the symmetrically braided fusion categories
Rep(Fq), where Fq is the Frobenius group Fq ⋊ F×q for some prime power q = pn , and
the non-symmetrically braided fusion categories with the fusion rules of Rep(S3)
and Rep(A4). Along with the rank 2 braided fusion categories with irrational
global dimension [23], this is a complete classification of braided fusion categories
with a unique noninvertible simple object [32, Theorem III.4.6]. In [5], an infinite
family of nilpotent braided generalized near-group categories was constructed
containing cyclic extensions of braided pointed fusion categories of rank 2. These
were named N-Ising braided fusion categories and represent a large class of slightly
degenerate braided generalized near-group fusion categories [6, Theorem 5.8]. This
construction is readily generalizable (Example 2.4) to any Tambara–Yamagami
braided fusion category. As a complement to the characterization of this family
in terms of equivariantization [6, Theorem 6.3], we prove in Proposition 4.1 that any
nilpotent braided generalized near-group category is a graded extension of a braided
pointed fusion category on an elementary abelian 2-group. These categories have been
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Irrational braided generalized near-groups 1257

called braided generalized Tambara–Yamagami categories (see [6, Section 6] and [22,
Section 5]), and we conjecture on their fusion rules (Conjecture 4.3) to stimulate
future research.

2 Preliminaries

Our main objects of study are fusion rings and their categorifications, known as fusion
categories. The following definitions and concepts are standard, and can be found in
a textbook such as [9] which we will cite often.

2.1 Fusion rings

Fusion rings are a natural generalization of integral group rings ZG for finite groups
G, where invertibility has been replaced with a suitable notion of duality. Although
interesting algebraic objects themselves, their study is vital as they describe many of
the combinatorial and number-theoretical aspects of fusion categories (Section 2.2).

2.1.1 Definition

A unital Z≥0-ring (R, B) is a pairing of an associative unital ring R which is free as a
Z-module, and a distinguished basis B = {b i ∶ i ∈ I} including the unit b0 ∶= 1R such
that for all i , j ∈ I, b i b j = ∑k∈I ck

i , jbk with ck
i , j ∈ Z≥0. Such a ring is based if there exists

an involution of I, denoted i ↦ i∗, such that the induced map defined by

a = ∑
i∈I

a i b i ↦ a∗ = ∑
i∈I

a i b i∗ , a i ∈ Z(2.1)

is an anti-involution of R, and c0
i , j = 1 if i = j∗ and c0

i , j = 0 otherwise. We say that
x , y ∈ R are dual to one another when x = y∗ and x is self-dual when x = x∗. A fusion
ring is a unital based Z≥0-ring (R, B) such that ∣B∣ is finite.

Example 2.1 (Near-group fusion rings) Let G be a finite group and � ∈ Z≥0. The near-
group fusion ring R(G , �) has basis B = {g ∶ g ∈ G} ∪ {ρ} whose fusion rules are the
group operation for elements of G, gρ = ρg = ρ for all g ∈ G, and

ρ2 = �ρ + ∑
g∈G

g .(2.2)

Examples of near-group fusion rings include the character rings of extra-special
2-groups, or more generally the character ring of any finite group with a unique
irreducible character of degree greater than 1 [30].

2.1.2 Gradings and Frobenius–Perron dimension

Let (R, B) be a fusion ring. We say that R is graded by a finite group K or that R is
K-graded if there is a partition B = ∪g∈K Bg into disjoint subsets Bg ⊂ B such that for all
x ∈ Bg and y ∈ Bh , x y is a Z≥0-linear combination of elements of Bgh . We denote the
Z-linear span of each Bg by Rg and refer to these sets as components of the K-grading.
A K-grading of a fusion ring (R, B) is faithful if Bg is non-empty for all g ∈ K. Every
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fusion ring (R, B) has a distinguished universal grading U(R) which is faithful, and
satisfies the universal property that any other faithful grading of R by a finite group K
is determined by a surjective group homomorphism U(R) → K [9, Corollary 3.6.6].
For example, every fusion ring has a canonical dimensional grading [13, Section 1.2]
by an elementary abelian 2-group. The dimensional grading was known previously in
the specific case of fusion rings with FPdim(R) ∈ Z, in which case FPdim(x)2 ∈ Z for
all x ∈ B. The trivial component Re of any grading is distinguished in that it forms a
fusion subring of R, generated by xx∗ for x ∈ B. We denote the trivial component of
the universal grading by Rad and refer to it as the adjoint subring.

Every fusion ring (R, B) has a unique character FPdim ∶ R → C with the property
that FPdim(x) > 0 for all x ∈ B [9, Proposition 3.3.6(3)]. These Frobenius–Perron
dimensions FPdim(x) for x ∈ B can be computed as the maximal eigenvalues of the
matrices of (left) multiplication by x, and then one can extend this function linearly to
all of R. If FPdim(x) = 1, for x ∈ R, then x ∈ B and we call x invertible. The invertible
elements of R form a finite group GR which acts on B by permutation. If GR = R, we
say R is pointed.

Example 2.2 (Generalized near-group fusion rings) When B has two orbits under
the action of GR , which we will denote ∣B/GR ∣ = 2, then there exists d ∈ R>1 such that
FPdim(x) ∈ {1, d} for all x ∈ B. Number-theoretic aspects of these generalized near-
group fusion rings are simplified since if FPdim(x) = d, for some b ∈ B, then

d2 − rd − ∣HR ∣ = 0,(2.3)

where HR ⊴ GR is the normal subgroup stabilizing any basis element of Frobenius–
Perron dimension d [29, Lemma 2.8(e)], and r ∈ Z≥0 is the multiplicity of basis
elements of Frobenius–Perron dimension d appearing as summands of xx∗. If R is
any near-group fusion ring (Example 2.1) and K any finite group, then R ×ZK is a
generalized near-group fusion ring. There are multitudes of examples which are not
of this factored form (Example 2.4).

The following lemma was first used in [32, Chapter IV] as a statement about
categories, but we include its proof here for completeness, and as more general
statement about generalized near-group fusion rings.

Lemma 2.3 Let (R, B) be a fusion ring with ∣B/GR ∣ = 2. Then (Rad)ad = Rad or
(Rad)ad is trivial.

Proof Recall that Rad is generated by the basis elements appearing as summands
of xx∗ across all x ∈ B [9, Definition 3.6.1], but since xx∗ = yy∗ for all noninvertible
x , y ∈ B [29, Lemma 2.8(d)], if there exists noninvertible x ∈ Rad, then Rad ⊂ (Rad)ad
and moreover (Rad)ad = Rad. Otherwise, all basis elements of Rad are invertible, and
thus (Rad)ad is trivial. ∎

Lemma 2.3 demonstrates that there is a very natural stratification of generalized
near-group fusion rings into those which are nilpotent in the sense of [15], and those
which are extensions of self-adjoint generalized near-group fusion rings by finite
groups.
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Example 2.4 (Nilpotent generalized near-group fusion rings) The following nilpo-
tent fusion rings are generalized from those defined in [5]. Let m, n ∈ Z≥1. Denote
by R(m, n) ⊂ ZC2m × R(Cn

2 , 0) the fusion subring generated by g × ρ, where g is any
generator of C2m and ρ is the unique noninvertible basis element of R(Cn

2 , 0) (see
Example 2.2). The 2m−1 noninvertible basis elements of R(m, n) are g j × ρ for all odd
j ∈ Z, and the 2m+n−1 invertible elements are g j × h for all h ∈ Cn

2 and even j ∈ Z. In
particular, R(m, n)pt = Z(C2m−1 × Cn

2 ). We later conjecture (Conjecture 4.3) that up
to products with pointed fusion rings, any braided generalized Tambara–Yamagami
fusion category has fusion rules R(m, n) for some m, n ∈ Z≥1.

2.2 Fusion categories and braidings

Fusion categories are the categorical analog of fusion rings. As such, the language and
notation used in Section 2 carry over naturally. In this section, we will focus on the
categorical aspects that allow a proof of Theorem 3.6.

2.2.1 Definitions

Fusion categories (over C) are C-linear semisimple rigid monoidal categories C (with
product ⊗, monoidal unit 1C, and duality X ↦ X∗) whose set of isomorphism
classes of simple objects, O(C), is finite and includes 1C. These assumptions ensure
the Grothendieck ring of C is a fusion ring with basis O(C). All of the structure
morphisms in a fusion category are canonical [9, Chapter 2] except the associators,
i.e., the natural isomorphisms αX ,Y ,Z ∶ (X ⊗ Y) ⊗ Z → X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z) for all X , Y , Z ∈
O(C)which must satisfy the “pentagon axioms” [9, Definition 2.1.1]. In particular, the
tensor unit 1C and its structure morphisms are unique up to a unique isomorphism
[9, Proposition 2.2.6], and the same is true for X∗ for any X ∈ C [9, Proposition 2.10.5].
It is therefore productive and equivalent to think of fusion categories as fusion rings
equipped with solutions to the system of algebraic equations dictated by the pentagon
axioms. With this view, it is clear that for each fusion category C and σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q),
where Q is the algebraic closure of Q, there exists a Galois conjugate fusion category
Cσ whose associators are defined by applying σ to the solutions of the pentagon
equations for C [3, Sections 4.2–4.3].

Example 2.5 (Irrational generalized near-group fusion categories) Recall from
Example 2.2 that the unique nontrivial Frobenius–Perron dimension d of basis
elements in a generalized near-group fusion ring R, satisfies d2 − rd − ∣HR ∣ = 0 for
some r ∈ Z≥0. There is no restriction on the r which can occur on the level of fusion
rings, but it was shown in [29, Proposition 3.3] that if R is the Grothendieck ring of
a fusion category and d /∈ Z, then ∣HR ∣ divides r, i.e., there exists k ∈ Z≥0 such that
d2 − k∣HR ∣d − ∣HR ∣ = 0. As a result, FPdim(R) = ∣GR ∣(2 + kd). This fact will be used
in the proofs of Lemmas 3.2–3.5.

One of the beautiful aspects of fusion categories is that they can be structurally
commutative in a variety of ways. Rather than having x y = yx for every x , y in a
fusion ring R, if one has natural isomorphisms τX ,Y ∶ X ⊗ Y → Y ⊗ X for all X , Y
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satisfying compatibilities [9, Definition 8.1.1] with the associative isomorphisms in
a fusion category C, we say that C equipped with these commutator isomorphisms
forms a braided fusion category. Paramount to the study of braided fusion categories
is the notion of centralizer fusion subcategories. Given a fusion subcategory D of a
braided fusion category C, the centralizer of D in C, denoted CC(D) is the full fusion
subcategory of C whose objects are

{X ∈ C ∶ τY ,X τX ,Y = idX⊗Y for all Y ∈ C}.(2.4)

At one extreme, we note CC(1) = C, where we briefly abuse notation by using 1 to
refer to the fusion subcategory generated by the tensor unit. The opposite extreme,
CC(C), is known as the symmetric center of C. The symmetric center is one of the
defining characteristics of braided fusion categories. In particular, when CC(C) = 1,
we refer to C as nondegenerately braided.

Example 2.6 (Symmetrically braided and Tannakian fusion categories) If C is a
braided fusion category and CC(C) = C, then we say C is symmetrically braided. It
has been shown [9, Theorem 9.9.22] that any symmetrically braided fusion category
is braided equivalent to a braided fusion category Rep(G , z) for a finite group G and
involution z ∈ G, which is equivalent to Rep(G) as a fusion category, with the braiding
twisted by z [9, Example 9.9.1(3)]. In particular, when a symmetrically braided fusion
category C is braided equivalent to Rep(G , z)with z trivial, then D ≃ Rep(G) and we
say D is Tannakian. Otherwise D is super-Tannakian. Every symmetrically braided
fusion category D has a canonical C2-grading (possibly non-faithful) whose trivial
component is a Tannakian fusion subcategory [9, Corollary 9.9.32].

One final structure that will be needed in what follows is based on the relation
between the Frobenius–Perron and global dimensions [10, Section 2.2] of a fusion
category. In particular, any spherical structure [9, Definition 4.7.14] on a fusion
category C provides a categorical dimension character, denoted X ↦ dim(X)
for X ∈ C, of the Grothendieck ring of C which may or may not coincide with
the Frobenius–Perron dimension character (see Section 2). When FPdim(C) =
dim(C) ∶= ∑X∈O(C) dim(X)2, we say C is pseudounitary, and in this case, there exists
a canonical spherical structure so that dim = FPdim as characters [9, Proposition
9.5.1]. Pragmatically, this allows us to never mention a specific spherical structure
and allows results about categorical and Frobenius–Perron dimensions to be used
interchangeably. By [29, Lemma 3.1], all of the categories considered in Sections 3
and 4 are Galois conjugate to pseudounitary fusion categories.

2.2.2 De-equivariantization

The following construction can be considered for arbitrary fusion categories [9,
Sections 4.15 and 8.23], but we will describe it only in the context of braided fusion
categories. Given a braided fusion category C, and a Tannakian fusion subcategory
Rep(G) ≃D ⊂ C, one may consider the de-equivariantization categoryCG [9, Section
8.23]. The de-equivariantization CG is a fusion category, and is braided when
D ⊂ CC(C) [9, Proposition 8.23.8]. On the level of global dimension, dim(CG)∣G∣ =
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dim(C) [8, Proposition 4.26]. The process of de-equivariantization is analogous
to quotienting a finite group by a normal subgroup. Precisely, using the notation
of [9, Section 8.4], if C(G , q) is a pre-metric group and H ⊂ G a subgroup, then
C(G , q)H ≃ C(G/H, q̃) for a particular quadratic form q̃ on G/H [9, Example 8.23.10].
This construction on fusion categories is useful for the same reason normal subgroups
are useful in the study of finite groups: the quotienting process reduces arguments to
understanding small examples and how the original examples can be recovered from
attempting to reverse the quotienting process. Equivariantization, denoted CG , of a
braided fusion category C by a finite group G is the reverse of de-equivariantization
in the sense that there are canonical equivalences (CG)G ≃ C and (CG)G ≃ C
[8, Section 4.2].

Another effective way of thinking about de-equivariantization is in terms of mod-
ules over commutative algebra objects in braided fusion categories [9, Section 8.8]. We
will not expound on this viewpoint in detail other than to make an observation about
dimensions of simple objects in de-equivariantizations of braided fusion categories.
In particular, every Tannakian fusion category Rep(G) has a canonical commutative
algebra object A: the algebra of functions on G [9, Example 8.8.9]. If C is a braided
fusion category containing a subcategory braided equivalent to Rep(G), then the de-
equivariantization CG is the category of (left) A-module objects in C[4, Example 3.8].
The tensor identity in CG is the algebra object A itself, and all other simple A-modules
are summands of the free A-modules A⊗ X for X ∈ C. The free A-modules A⊗ X
when X is invertible are all simple by [24, Lemma 3.2] and invertible, and when X
is not invertible, any simple summand Y of the free module A⊗ X has a dimension
which is a rational multiple of dim(X) [19, Theorem 1.18].

3 Irrational generalized near-groups

If C is a generalized near-group fusion category and FPdim(C) /∈ Z, then C is not
nilpotent [15, Remark 4.7(6)]. In this case, Lemma 2.3 implies that C is an extension
of a generalized near-group fusion category with C = Cad, and so this will be a natural
assumption moving forward. Assume further that C is braided. Then CC(C) = Cpt
is symmetrically braided from [6, Proposition 3.13] and the assumption C = Cad.
Symmetrically braided fusion categories are Tannakian or super-Tannakian (see
Example 2.6), i.e., they possess a maximal Tannakian fusion subcategory with one-
half the dimension of the original [9, Corollary 9.9.32], so we proceed by these cases.
The end result is Theorem 3.6 which states that there are exactly two generalized near-
group braided fusion categories up to Grothendieck equivalence and taking products
with braided pointed fusion categories. The braided categorifications of these fusion
rules have been previously classified as cited in the following example.

Example 3.1 A large number of braided fusion categories with irrational global
dimension spawn from the representation theory of quantum groups at roots of unity.
The general construction has a long circuitous history, but the combinatorics and
numerics of these categories are very tractable to anyone with a modest understanding
of Lie theory [28]. To each complex finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra g and root
of unit q such that q2 is a primitive �th root of unity with � ∈ Z which is greater
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than or equal to the dual Coxeter number of g, there exists a spherical braided fusion
category C(g, �, q). For our purposes, we will only consider the adjoint subcategories
C(sl2 , �, q)ad for � ≥ 5. It is well known [11, Theorem A.3] that any spherical fusion
category with the fusion rules of C(sl2 , �, q)ad for some � and q is tensor equivalent
to C(sl2 , �, q)ad for some choice of � and q. For example, all rank 2 fusion categories
with irrational global dimension [23, Section 2.5] are equivalent to C(sl2 , 5, q)ad for
one of the four choices of primitive 10th roots of unity q.

Lemma 3.2 Let C be a braided generalized near-group fusion category such that C =
Cad and FPdim(C) /∈ Z. IfCpt is Tannakian, thenC is equivalent toC(sl2 , 5, q)ad, where
q is a primitive 10th root of unity.

Proof Assume the Grothendieck ring of C is a generalized near-group fusion
ring (R, B) with group of invertible elements G ∶= GR and fixed-point subgroup
HR =∶ H ⊴ G (see Example 2.2). Without loss of generality [29, Lemma 3.1], we
may assume C is equipped with the unique spherical structure such that dim(C) =
FPdim(C) = ∣G∣(2 + kd), where k ∈ Z>0 is such that every noninvertible X ∈ O(C)
has d ∶= FPdim(X) = dim(X)which is the largest root of x2 − k∣H∣x − ∣H∣ (see Exam-
ple 2.5). We have assumed CC(C) = Cpt ≃ Rep(G) is a braided equivalence for a
finite group G, so we can consider the de-equivariantization CG (see Section 2.2)
which is a fusion category with dim(CG) = FPdim(C) = 2 + kd. Let σ ∈ Gal(Q/Q) be
any automorphism such that σ ∣Q(d) ∈ Gal(Q(d)/Q) is nontrivial, which exists since
d /∈ Z. Noting dσ(d) = −∣H∣, and d + σ(d) = k∣H∣,

dim((CG)σ) = 2 + kσ(d) = 2 − k∣H∣
d
= 2 − (d + σ(d))d = 1 − σ(d)

d
.(3.1)

Thus by [26, Theorem 1.1.2], we require 1/3 < −σ(d)/d = ∣H∣/d2 = (1 + kd)−1. As
d > 1, we must have k = 1, thus d = (1/2)(∣H∣ +

√
∣H∣(∣H∣ + 4)) < 2, which is only true

for ∣H∣ = 1.
The dimensions of simple objects in C are now determined as 1 or d = (1/2)(1 +√

5). Assume X ∈ O(C) with dim(X) = d. Then X ⊗ X∗ ≅ 1⊕ Y for some nonin-
vertible Y ∈ O(C) as d2 = 1 + d is the unique decomposition of d2 into a sum of 1 and
d with nonnegative integer coefficients, which implies Y ≅ Y∗. But by [29, Lemma
2.8(d)], X ⊗ X∗ ≅ X′ ⊗ X′∗ ≅ 1⊕ Y for all noninvertible X , X′ ∈ O(C). As Cad is ⊗-
generated by X ⊗ X∗ for X ∈ O(C) by definition, Y⊗-generates the category Cad = C
for which ∣O(C)∣ = 2, which are classified as in the statement of the lemma (see
Example 3.1). ∎

In the remainder of our proof, we will use numerics which arise from realizingC as
a pseudounitary pre-modular category [9, Section 8.13], i.e., a braided fusion category
equipped with a spherical structure. In particular, for all X , Y ∈ O(C), there exist pre-
modular data sX ,Y , θX ∈ Cwhich are related by the balancing equation [9, Proposition
8.13.8]

sX ,Y = θ−1
X θ−1

Y ∑
Z∈O(C)

N Z
X ,Y θZ dim(Z),(3.2)
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where N Z
X ,Y ∶= dimC(HomC(X ⊗ Y , Z)) are the fusion rules of C. This is convenient

since pseudounitarity implies that X , Y ∈ O(C) centralize one another (τY ,X τX ,Y =
idX⊗Y ) if and only if sX ,Y = dim(X)dim(Y) [20, Proposition 2.5]. For example,
X , Y ∈ O(Cpt) centralize one another if and only if sX ,Y = 1.

The following is a generalization of [32, Proposition III.3.10] to braided generalized
near-group fusion categories.

Lemma 3.3 Let C be a braided generalized near-group fusion category with fixed-
point subgroup H. If C = Cad and C is not symmetrically braided, then θh = 1 for all
h ∈ H, i.e., the pointed fusion subcategory of C corresponding to H is braided equivalent
to Rep(H).

Proof Recall that our assumptions imply CC(C) = Cpt [6, Proposition 3.13]. Using
(3.2), we compute for any noninvertible X ∈ O(C) and invertible h ∈ H,

dim(X) = sh ,X = θ−1
h θ−1

X θh⊗X dim(h ⊗ X) = θ−1
h dim(X),(3.3)

proving θh = 1 for all h ∈ H. The structure of the pointed fusion subcategory of C
corresponding to H is then dictated by the pre-metric group H with trivial quadratic
form [9, Theorem 8.4.12], which is the same pre-metric group corresponding to
Rep(H). ∎

Lemma 3.4 If C is a braided generalized near-group fusion category with a braided
equivalence Cad ≃ C(sl2 , 8, q) for a primitive 16th root of unity q, then C ≃ Cad ⊠P for
a braided pointed fusion category P.

Proof Assume C is a K-extension of Cad for a finite group K, i.e., K is the
universal grading group of C (see Section 2). Note that all noninvertible X ∈ O(C)
have dim(X) = 1 +

√
2, and 2 ⋅ 12 + 2 ⋅ (1 +

√
2)2 is the unique decomposition of

dim(Cad) = 8 + 4
√

2 into a nonnegative integer linear combination of 12 and (1 +√
2)2. Thus, [9, Theorem 3.5.2] implies that each graded component of C contains

two invertible and two noninvertible simple objects. Denote the nontrivial invertible
object of Cad by δ which has order 2 and necessarily permutes the invertible objects
in each graded component. We claim that hn ≠ δ for any h ∈ G and n > 1 which is
sufficient to prove that G ≅ C2 × L for some subgroup L ⊂ G, where δ generates the
C2 factor. The group G is abelian so we may assume G ≅ G0 ×G1 is a factorization
into the subgroup G0 of elements whose order is a power of 2 and subgroup G1 whose
elements have odd-order. Since δ ∈ G0, it suffices to assume there exists g ∈ K of order
2 and invertible h ∈ Cg with h2 = δ, i.e., δ ⊗ h = h∗ = h−1 ≠ h is the invertible object of
Cg distinct from h. Direct computation gives θδ = −1 [28, Example 18] for any choice
of primitive 16th root of unity q such that Cad ≃ C(sl2 , 8, q)ad. One consequence
is that δ /∈ H by Lemma 3.3. But on one hand, θh∗ = θh from the definition of θ
[9, Definition 8.10.1] and sphericality, and on the other hand, 1 = sδ ,h = −θ−1

h θh∗ by
Equation (3.2) and the fact that Cad ⊂ CC(Cpt) [5, Proposition 2.1]. These cannot
occur simultaneously, so we conclude h2 = e for both invertible h ∈ Cg . Moreover,
G ≅ C2 × L, where δ generates the C2 factor. Let P ⊂ C be the pointed braided fusion
subcategory corresponding to L ⊂ G. Then every X ∈ O(C) has a unique factorization
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Y ⊗ Z, where Y ∈ O(Cad) and Z ∈ O(P). Hence,C ≃ Cad ⊠P [14, Corollary 3.9], since
C is braided. ∎

Lemma 3.5 Let C be a braided generalized near-group fusion category such that C =
Cad and FPdim(C) /∈ Z. IfCpt is super-Tannakian, thenC is equivalent toC(sl2 , 8, q)ad,
where q is any primitive 16th root of unity.

Proof We retain the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. Let D ⊂ Cpt =
CC(C) be a maximal Tannakian subcategory with FPdim(Cpt) = 2FPdim(D) [9,
Corollary 9.9.32(ii)]. Thus, D ≃ Rep(K) is a braided equivalence for a finite group
K ⊂ G of index 2. There are exactly two orbits of the ⊗-action of O(D) on O(Cpt)
which implies ∣O((CK)pt)∣ = 2. Fix a noninvertible simple object X of CK which must
have dim(X) = pX d for some pX ∈ Q>0 [2, Corollary 2.13] (also refer to Section 2.2).
Decomposing X ⊗ X∗ into simple summands and measuring its dimension implies

(pX d)2 = qX d + rX(3.4)

for some qX ∈ Q>0, where rX = 2 if X is fixed by the nontrivial invertible object and
rX = 1; otherwise, since this is the only nontrivial simple object of rational dimension
in CK . Using d2 = k∣H∣d + ∣H∣, we then have

(p2
X k∣H∣ − qX)d + (p2

X ∣H∣ − rX) = 0.(3.5)

As d /∈ Z, then p2
X ∣H∣ = rX and p2

X k∣H∣ = qX ; moreover, p2
X = rX/∣H∣ and qX = krX .

This implies rX = rY for all all noninvertible X , Y ∈ O(CK) as 1/∣H∣ and 2/∣H∣ cannot
both be perfect squares in Q. Therefore, pX is determined by ∣H∣, and moreover, qX
is determined by k and ∣H∣. In other words, all noninvertible simple objects of CK
are the same irrational dimension, i.e., CK is a braided generalized near-group fusion
category with a rank 2 pointed subcategory and FPdim(CK) /∈ Z. Such a braided
fusion category has ∣O(CK)∣ ≤ 4 since the invertible objects act transitively on the
noninvertible simple objects. All braided fusion categories fitting this description are
known [1, 25]. We conclude the dim(CK) = (1/2)(5 +

√
5) or dim(CK) = 4(2 +

√
2).

In either case, rX = 1 in Equation (3.4) and thus qX = k. But

dim(CK) =
dim(C)

dim(Cpt)/2
= 2(2 + kd)(3.6)

as well, thus dim(CK) ≠ (1/2)(5 +
√

5) since dim((CK)pt) = 2 ∤ (1/2)(5 +
√

5) vio-
lating [10, Proposition 8.15]. Therefore, CK ≃ C(sl2 , 8, q) for a primitive 16th root of
unity q and pX d = 1 +

√
2. Equation (3.6) implies 2(2 + 2d) = 2(2 + kd) = 4(2 +

√
2),

thus kd = 2 + 2
√

2. Noting that the algebraic norm of 2 + 2
√

2 is 4 and k ∈ Z≥1 divides
it as d is an algebraic integer, then k ∈ {1, 2}.
Case k = 2: Here, we have d = 1 +

√
2, and we note that 1 ⋅ 1 + 2 ⋅ (1 +

√
2) is the unique

decomposition of (1 +
√

2)2 into a nonnegative integer linear combination of 1 and
1 +
√

2. Therefore, for any X ∈ O(C) with dim(X) = d, we have X ⊗ X∗ ≅ 1⊕ Y ⊕ Z
for some Y , Z ∈ O(C) with dim(Y) = dim(Z) = d. Hence, Y ⊗ Y∗ ≅ 1⊕ Y ⊕ Z and
Z ⊗ Z∗ ≅ 1⊕ Y ⊕ Z as well. Note that Y /≅ Z, or else Y⊗-generates a braided near-
group fusion subcategory of rank 3; but this cannot occur as all such braided fusion
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categories have integer dimension [32, Theorem III.4.6]. These fusion rules imply [9,
Proposition 2.10.8]

1 = dimC(HomC(Y ⊗ Y∗ , Z)) = dimC(HomC(Y , Y ⊗ Z)), and(3.7)

1 = dimC(HomC(Z ⊗ Z∗ , Y)) = dimC(HomC(Z , Y ⊗ Z)).(3.8)

Therefore, there exists a nontrivial invertible object δ of order 2 such that Y ⊗ Z ≅ δ ⊕
Y ⊕ Z. Now the left-hand side of Y ⊗ Y∗ ≅ 1⊕ Y ⊕ Z being self-dual implies Y is self-
dual, or Y∗ ≅ Z. In either case, δ ⊗ Y ≅ Z∗ and δ ⊗ Z ≅ Y∗ are isomorphic to either Y
or Z. Hence, ∣O(C)∣ = ∣O(Cad)∣ = 4 and C is a braided fusion category with dim(C) =
4(2 +

√
2), which are classified as in the statement of the lemma [1, Theorem 4.11].

Case k = 1: Here, we have dim(X) = d = 2 + 2
√

2 (a root of x2 − 4x − 4) for some
X ∈ O(C), hence ∣H∣ = 4. Let h ∈ H of order 2. Since H is Tannakian by Lemma 3.3, we
can de-equivariantize by L, the order 2 subgroup generated by h. As fixed-points of
elements of order 2, any X ∈ O(C) of dimension d splits into two non-isomorphic
simple objects of dimension d/2 = 1 +

√
2, while the L-orbits of invertible objects

remain invertible in CL . Therefore, CL is a braided generalized near-group fusion
category with nontrivial dimension d = 1 +

√
2. By the argument in the k = 2 case

above, (CL)ad ≃ C(sl2 , 8, q) for a primitive 16th root of unity q, and moreover, CL ≃
(CL)ad ⊠P for a pointed braided fusion category P by Lemma 3.4. In sum, if C exists,
then L acts nontrivially on CL by tensor autoequivalences, and we may consider C as
the equivariantizationC ≃ ((CL)ad ⊠P)L . Any such tensor autoequivalence preserves
(CL)ad, therefore there exists a braided fusion subcategory ((CL)ad)L ⊂ (CL)L ≃ C.
The L-action restricted to (CL)ad must permute the simple objects of dimension d/2
so that there exists a simple object of dimension d inC [2, Corollary 2.13]. But there is a
unique nontrivial tensor autoequivalence of (CL)ad ≃ C(sl2 , 8, q) as a fusion category,
and ((CL)ad)L is the near-group fusion category with Grothendieck ring R(C2

2 , 4)
[16, Example 12.11]. This cannot occur as R(C2

2 , 4) has no braided categorifications
[32, Theorem III.4.6]. ∎

Theorem 3.6 Let C be a braided generalized near-group fusion category with
FPdim(C) /∈ Z. ThenC ≃ Cad ⊠P is a braided equivalence, whereP is a pointed braided
fusion category and Cad is either C(sl2 , 5, q)ad for a primitive 10th root of unity q or
C(sl2 , 8, q)ad for a primitive 16th root of unity q.

Proof Let C be a generalized near-group fusion category such that FPdim(C) /∈ Z.
Then (Cad)ad = Cad by Lemma 2.3; and therefore, (Cad)pt is symmetrically braided [6,
Proposition 3.13]. If (Cad)pt is Tannakian, then Lemma 3.2 impliesCad ≃ C(sl2 , 5, q)ad
for a primitive 10th root of unity q. Each of these categories is nondegenerately
braided; and therefore, C ≃ Cad ⊠ CC(Cad) [20, Theorem 4.2]. Moreover, CC(Cad)
is pointed; otherwise, C has simple objects with at least three distinct dimensions.
If (Cad)pt is super-Tannakian, Lemma 3.5 implies Cad ≃ C(sl2 , 8, q)ad is a braided
equivalence for a primitive 16th root of unity q, and our result follows from
Lemma 3.4. ∎
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4 Epilog: Nilpotency

Braided generalized near-group fusion categories C which are also nilpotent are
the most tractable examples with integer Frobenius–Perron dimension. Since X ⊗
X∗ ≅ Y ⊗ Y∗, for all simple X , Y [29, Lemma 2.8(d)], then C is nilpotent if and
only if Cad is pointed, which by the transitivity of the action of invertible objects
on noninvertible simple objects occurs if and only if X ⊗ Y is a sum of invertible
objects for every noninvertible X , Y ∈ O(C). These lie in the class of nilpotent fusion
categories which have been called the braided generalized Tambara–Yamagami fusion
categories in the past [22, Section 5]. It suffices to understand those whose Frobenius–
Perron dimension is a prime power by [7, Theorem 1.1] which states that braided
nilpotent fusion categories have a factorization into a product of braided fusion
categories of prime power dimension. Any such fusion category is C2-graded, with
all the noninvertible simple objects in the nontrivial component, which implies C is
a product of a braided pointed fusion category, and a braided generalized near-group
fusion category of dimension 2n for some positive integer n by [9, Theorem 3.5.2]. The
fact that dim(X)2 is always a power of 2 in nilpotent braided generalized near-group
fusion categories also follows from the following (cf. [31, Theorem 1.2(1)]).

Proposition 4.1 Let C be a C2-graded extension of a pointed fusion category. If C is
braided, then O(Cad) is an elementary abelian 2-group.

Proof Let G ∶= O(Cpt) and H ∶= O(Cad) ⊂ G the fixed-point subgroup of the non-
trivial component. Such fusion categories C are characterized in [33, Theorem 3.16],
where G is denoted S, and H is denoted A. Almost all of the characterizing data
is irrelevant to our argument except the symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form
χ ∶ H ×H → C×. This represents the associative isomorphisms ag ,X ,h = χ(g , h) for
any g , h ∈ H and noninvertible X ∈ O(C) [33, Corollary 3.11]. The associators ag ,X ,h
and aX , g ,h as well as the braiding isomorphisms τg ,h and τg ,X are nonzero scalars. Fix
g , h ∈ H. The (first) hexagon axiom [9, Definition 8.1] for the triple of simple objects
g , X , h is

αg ,X ,h τg ,X αX ,h , g = τg ,X αX , g ,h τg ,h ,(4.1)

⇒ χ(g , h) =
αX , g ,h

αX ,h , g
τg ,h ,(4.2)

and the (first) hexagon axiom for h, X , g is

αh ,X , g τh ,X αX , g ,h = τh ,X αX ,h , g τh , g ,(4.3)

⇒ χ(h, g) =
αX ,h , g

αX , g ,h
τh , g .(4.4)

Multiplying (4.2) and (4.4) and using the symmetry of χ yields

χ(g , h)2 = χ(h, g)χ(g , h) =
αX ,h , g

αX , g ,h
τh , g

αX , g ,h

αX ,h , g
τg ,h = τh , g τg ,h = 1,(4.5)
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since g and h centralize one another by [5, Proposition 2.1]. A nondegenerate symmet-
ric bilinear form taking only the values ±1 only exists for elementary abelian 2-groups
(refer to [31, Section 3.2], for example). ∎

Example 4.2 Copious examples can be constructed with fusion rules of R(m, n) for
m, n ∈ Z≥1 (see Example 2.4) from any braided Tambara–Yamagami fusion category,
and and braided pointed fusion category on a cyclic 2-group. For a classical example,
first consider Rep(Q8) ⊠ Rep(C4). Let ρ ∈ Rep(Q8) be simple and not invertible, and
let g ∈ Rep(C4) be invertible of order 4. Then ρ ⊠ g generates a proper subcategory
D, consisting of eight invertible objects of order at most 2, h ⊠ e and h ⊠ g2 for
all invertible h in Rep(Q8), and two nonisomorphic noninvertible simple objects
ρ ⊠ g and ρ ⊠ g3. The fusion rules of D have no nontrivial factorization. But D is
symmetrically (and trivially) braided, so it must be equivalent as a fusion category
to Rep(G) for some finite group G. The only finite group G of order 16 which is not
a nontrivial direct product, with eight linear characters of order at most 2, and two
2-dimensional irreducible characters is the central product C4 ○ Q8.

Conjecture 4.3 Let C be a braided generalized near-group fusion category. If C is
nilpotent, then the Grothendieck ring of C is isomorphic to R(m, n) ×ZK for some
m, n ∈ Z≥1 and finite abelian group K.
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